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America is a wonderful country.

From breathtaking natural     wonders   to incredible atractons, there's a lot that the US gets 
right.

But boy, is there a lot it gets wrong.

What's up with the giant gaps between bathroom stalls? And why do Blue Laws stll exist? 
Why can't Americans drink outside like civilized humans?

As a European (I grew up in Germany, Austria, and France) who has lived in the US for 11 
years, there are stll a plethora of things that never cease to boggle my mind, as well as the 
minds of my foreign friends and relatves.

Keep reading for 51 egregious mistakes the US is making.

1. Gaps between toilet stalls.
I see you.

Why does the US have these massive, inexplicable gaps between toilet stalls that allow 
everyone to watch everyone else do their business?

2. Driving everywhere.
Traffic is the status ouo.

What's wrong with walking? Or biking? It's bad for the environment, and your physioue.

3. Designing cites  or cars, rather than humans. 

This highway is prime waterfront property that could have been a park.

Giant parking lots, multilane streets, narrow sidewalks (if any), or highways snaking along 
prime waterfront (like in much of Manhatan), many cites seem to have been designed with 
cars, rather than humans, in mind. 

4. Porton sizes.
Everything is bigger in America.

Why must meals be so bewilderingly huge? Doggy bags are great — but virtually noni
existent outside of the US, where people can usually easily fnish their meal.
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5. The measurement system.
What is 1/8th of an inch!?

Let's be real, the US measurement system is bonkers. It just makes no sense. How is 7/8ths 
an appropriate measurement for anything? How are feet stll a thing?

The rest of the world has embraced the metric system, and it's high tme for the US to follow
suit.

6. Tipping.
Why is it the customer's responsibility to make sure someone else's employee makes a fair 
wage? 

The fact that the onus is on the customer to pay for someone else's employees to make a 
fair wage is mind boggling to outsiders. The fact that they're paying extra for someone to do 
their job — and not even for doing it well — is astounding. It's also confusing that there's no 
set amount or percentage one should tp, and who gets tpped seems eoually ambiguous.

7. Taxes.
Not knowing what you'll ultmately be spending is infuriatng.

Yes, annual taxes are hard for everyone, but that's diferent. What's just nonsense is the fact 
that the price you see on an item is not the same one you pay at checkout.

8. "How are you" as a greetng instead o  a queston.
She doesn't really care how you're doing.

When a sales clerk in the States says "how are you," it's not a oueston, but a way of saying 
"hello." No mater how ooen this happens to a foreigner, they will launch into a monologue 
about their health and wellibeing and ask it right back — and expect an answer.

9. Ice.
This is 70% ice.

Just like Americans are fummoxed by the lukewarm water presented to them elsewhere, 
foreigners can't wrap their heads around how drinks in the US are mostly ice. How does a 
sodaitoiice rato of approximately 30:70 make any sense?

10. Free reflls.
No one needs two giant sodas with lunch.

Is it because of all the ice? Getng your soda reflled when it's barely approaching the 
halfway mark is wasteful, but also just asking for a populaton ridden with cavites and 
diabetes.

Side note: Can anyone explain why people order large sodas when there are free reflls?



11. AC setngs.
So unnecessary.

Does the US have a special temperature setng called "Arctc?" Why is it so cold in 
the average shop or office in the US that people need to schlep around scarves in the 
summer? Why do poor office workers in America need "office blankets?"

12. So. Many. Questons.
Ordering a sandwich turns into a round of 20 ouestons.

White, whole wheat, sourdough, or rye bread? Swiss, American, provolone, or cheddar? 
Most noniAmericans feel accosted when bombarded with 12,857 ouestons when they just 
want to order a simple sandwich.

13. Coins.
US coins are confusing.

What are these strange nicknames that say nothing about the coin's value? Why is a dime 
smaller than a nickel, but worth more?

14. Dollar bills.
Bills are all the same size and color.

Honestly, these all look the same at frst glance too. Switch up the sizes and colors, people!  

15. The drinking age.
You can join the army but not crack open a brewski?

In most of Europe, the legal drinking age is 18 (and in many places, it's legal for teens as 
young as 16 to drink alcohol) — much younger than the 21 age limit in the US. Thus, 
they learn to drink responsibly (and get a tolerance!), whereas many young Americans must 
drink surrepttously, which ooen ends in binge drinking.

16. Checking ID.
Due diligence is OK, but sometmes it gets ridiculous.

If someone looks young, sure. But if that person is clearly over 21 — make that clearly over 
40 — why bother?

17. Not drinking outside.
What's a picnic without a drink?

Many cultures are built on drinking outdoors — Italians drink on church steps, the French 
like to picnic in the park with bouteilles of wine, and Germans enjoy a good road beer on 
their way to... well, anywhere. Most of this country is missing out on this prime social 
actvity with its pesky container laws, except for these American bastons of civilizaton.
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And the fact that hiding your drink in a brown paper bag makes it OK all of a sudden is just 
bizarre.

18. Blue Laws.
Adults should be able to buy booze whenever they please.

Why do these stll exist? They just seem so incredibly oldifashioned and outdated. 
Responsible adults should be able to buy booze whenever they please.

19. Selling beer and wine separately.
Wine ... but no beer.

Prohibiton was repealed in 1933, people. What's up with all these rules that make shopping 
for dinner so much more complicated than it needs to be? Also, the fact that some 
supermarkets don't sell alcohol at all, and that every state's laws vary, is just confusing.

20. Letng children drive.
So young.

Allowing 16iyeariolds on the road is nuts.

21. Volume control.
Shh!

Literally every other natonality will complain about how loud Americans are. Inside voices!

22. Not taking vacaton days.
Use it or lose it.

Souandering 169 million vacaton days like Americans did in 2013, or not taking a single day 
of like almost half the country last year, is outrageous.

23. Doubling up on plastc bags.
So wasteful.

In many other countries, people must pay for their plastc bags at the supermarket. These 
bags are not only sturdier, meaning that one is enough, the extra cost incentvizes people to 
reuse bags or bring their own totes from home.

24. Wearing fip fops in the winter/in public/all the tme.
Just no.

Flip fops are for the beach. They are especially not meant for when there's snow on the 
ground.
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25. Dressing uber casually.
Just wear real pants.

Sure, your local deli or pharmacy is only a short walk from your house (or drive, since most 
of North America will drive everywhere), but your pajamas are not meant to be seen by 
others. Please, don't wear pjs on fights, while doing errands, or anywhere outside of your 
home.

26. Crocs.
How did these become a thing?
Crocs are eyesores.

27. Frequent ads on TV.
Watching TV means watching mostly ads.

Of a 30iminute TV show, at least 10 minutes are ads. Not just that, but they are so freouent.

28. Pharmaceutcal ads.
TV is teeming with pharmaceutcal ads.

Why so many!? Also we know they have to list all the many side efects... but yikes. These 
ads make every medicaton sound absolutely terrifying.

29. Desk lunches.
Sad desk lunch.

Unfortunately the sad desk lunch is catching on across the globe, but Americans have truly 
perfected the art of hurriedly eatng hunched over a keyboard.

30. Deep- rying everything.
Deepifried peanut buter and jelly sandwich with deepifried Reese's Peanut Buter Cups and
whipped cream.

An already rich dessert does not need to be deepifried, too. Buter certainly does not need 
to be deepifried either. These Frankenifoods have got to be stopped.

31. Cheese on everything.
A raclete burger.

Cheese is great — who doesn't love cheese? — but not everything needs to be drowned in 
it.

32. "Cheese."
"Cheese."



With more preservatves than actual dairy, items like Easy Cheese, Velveeta, and Krao Singles
can hardly even be described as cheese.

33. The price o  "real" cheese.
A pricey cheese plate.

On that note, real cheese (especially good cheese) is incredibly expensive in the US.

34. "Bread."
Wonder bread.

Bread should be crusty and uneven and grainy and delicious. Not essentally air stripped of 
all nutrients.

35. Not having specialty stores.
Now that's bread.

In the US, bakeries, cheese mongers, and butchers are specialty stores rather than the norm,
like in many other countries.

36. College tuiton.
College is extremely expensive in the US, especially compared to other countries.

Going to college will saddle most graduates with debt for most of their adult lives.

37. Calling  ootball,  ootball.
More like hand egg.

There are no feet involved in this sport.

38. Calling natonal sports fnals World Championships.
Cheerleaders.

A competton involving only one other country (Canada) cannot be called a world series 
championship.

39. Interruptng live sports games with commercials.
AT&T Park.

Like when you're AT the game.

40. Not diferentatng between AM and PM.
Noon or midnight?

"Military" tme makes so much more sense.



41. Enormous cars.
They might as well all be monster trucks.

There are more fuel efficient, environmentally friendly optons. Not everyone needs a pickup
truck.

42. 24-hour stores.
24ihour stores are convenient, but unnecessary.

The poor employees. Stores really don't need to be open 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 
365 days a year.

43. Too many optons.
Which to choose?

Quality over ouantty.

44. TV screens in restaurants.
Why do all restaurants and bars have TVs?

Sure, the occasional TV in a sports bar is fne. But why does every bar and restaurant, no 
mater how swanky, have a TV? It's distractng.

45. Food compettons.
Nathan's Famous Fourth of July Internatonal Hot Dog Eatng Contest.

That just cannot be good for your body.

46. CVS receipts.
A threeifoot CVS receipt.

Is a twoifoot receipt for every tube of toothpaste really necessary? 
However, click here to read   why   they're so long  .

47. Being in a rush.
So busy.

From fast food and fast casual chains to toigo cofee and sad desk lunches, Americans ooen 
fall into the busy trap.

48. Reality TV.
The Kardashians/Jenners.

The US glorifes celebs (and pseudoicelebs) too much.
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49. Serving salad frst.
It's called a side salad.

Salad should be eaten as a side.

50. Asking  oreigners i  they know your  riend.
No, he doesn't know your other friend from England.

Americans love to 1) impersonate foreigners' accents, 2) ask if they know their friend who 
happens to be from the same COUNTRY, and 3) relate to said foreigners because they are 
27th generaton Sicilian though they couldn't fnd Sicily on a map.

51. Calling the US "America"
Call it the United States.

What about South America? Calling the US "America" is politcally incorrect.

http://www.usaisnotamerica.com/index.php
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